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I. INTRODUCTION
Several studies have been carried out in order to
analyse the influence of surface features and geographical
factors on lightning activity. The surface features analysed
include air surface temperatures (e.g. Pinto and Pinto, 2008),
sea surface temperatures (e.g. Altaratz et al, 2003; Tinmaker
et al, 2010), elevation parameters (e.g. Dissing and Verbyla,
2003; Neuwirth et al, 2012), lake-effects (e.g. Steiger et al,
2009), land use (e.g. Rozoff et al, 2003), type of vegetation
(e.g. Carleton et al, 2008), fire scars (Kilinc and Beringer,
2007), among others. Linear regression models, including
bivariate or multivariate analysis, have been the most
common approach to investigate the relationship between
geographical and terrain variables and lightning activity,
namely the density of cloud-to-ground discharges (CGD).
The present study is focused on the analysis of the
relationship between patterns of CGD densities in Portugal
and a set of geographical variables, more precisely
continentality (distance to ocean), topographic features (e.g.
elevation and slope aspect) and terrain parameters (e.g. land
use and geological units). Analysis of annual and monthly
scales will be performed in order to investigate how these
relationships behave and change along the seasons of the
year. In this sense, three geographical approaches were used
for the mainland Portugal: the whole territory, the north
sector and the south sector; the last two were divided by the
Tagus river, which crosses Portugal from east to west,
splitting the country into two different mainland parts with
very different terrain characteristics (Fig. 1).

- Elevation, divided in 9 classes (Fig. 1);
- Aspect, classified in 4-point directions (a 8-point
direction map was also used, but no difference was
found in the results);
- Distance to the ocean, from the west shoreline, divided
in 8 classes (Fig. 1); an analysis using the distance to the
ocean integrating the south shoreline was also performed
but no significant differences were found in the results;
- Geology, grouped in 9 main geological formations (plus
the water bodies);
- Land use, simplified in 6 main types (urban areas,
aquatic areas and wetlands, areas without or with sparse
vegetation, pastures and temporary crops, open forests
and permanent crops and forests).

II. DATA AND METHODS
This study was carried out using different datasets
encompassing information on lightning activity and
geographical features of Portugal mainland territory. With
regard to lightning activity, only data of cloud-to-ground
discharges (CGD) were used, covering a period of seven
years (2003-2009). These data were collected by the
Portuguese lightning detection network (cf. Santos et al.,
2012), which is maintained by the National Weather Service
(Instituto Português do Mar e da Atmosfera; IPMA),
consisting in four IMPACT 141 T-ESP sensors (Carvalho et
al., 2003; Ramos et al., 2007). According to Rodrigues et al.,
(2010), this network allows a detection efficiency of about
90% for CGD with intensities higher than 5 kA. Additional
details about this network and its corresponding sensors can
be found in Santos et al. (2012).
In the present study, five factors were analysed and
compared with the annual and monthly spatial distribution of
CGD (2003-2009) for the three geographic units:

FIG. 1: Spatial distribution of Elevation (on the left) and Distance to
Atlantic Ocean from the western shoreline (on the right); the purple
line represents the division between “north” and “south” by Tagus
river.

Both elevation and aspect maps were generated from
the SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission; NGA and
NASA; resolution of about 90m). The geological formations
were extracted from the Geologic Map of Portugal,
1/500000 scale (from LNEG/INETI); the land use was based
on the Corine Land Cover information (CLC, 2006),
1/100000 scale. Both geological and land use were
simplified in respect to shape and size parameters (linear and
small features were dissolved in the surrounding ones).
Thereafter, all the spatial variables were split in two parts –
North and South –, having Tagus river as a natural limit.
The geographical data integration and analysis
followed the methodology presented below:
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- Calculation of total annnual and monnthly CGD dennsity
(numberr of occurrencees per square kilometre), of the
seven yeears period (20003-2009), with total of 13 mapps;
- Crossingg between the CGD
C
density annd each one off the
spatial variables,
v
for thhe three geograaphical units – all
Portugall mainland, norrth and south –,
– for annual data
d
(21 crosss tables) and foor monthly dataa (144 cross tabbles;
this taskk was not perforrmed for “distaance from west and
south shooreline” and “aaspect”);
- Calculation of the CGD
D density (DCGGD) for every class
c
b interpreted as
a a
and geoggraphical factoor, which can be
measure of conditionaal probability of finding CGD
C
associateed to each class; this variablee can be calculaated
by the foollowing formula:

In the same sense, the annual CGD densityy
distribution
d
seem
ms to be affecteed by the distaance to Atlanticc
Ocean
O
(continenntality), althouggh with less inteensity as by thee
altitude. As shhown in Fig. 33, this factor explains 85%
%
(rr2=0.85) of thee variation of tthe CGD spatiial distribution..
However,
H
as exxpected, this faactor is less im
mportant in thee
north
n
sector (Figg. 3), where thee influence of altitude
a
prevailss
(rr2=0.81); on thhe contrary, thee importance of this factor inn
th
he south sectorr, becomes higgher when com
mpared with thee
altitude (r2=0.699).

n

DCGD =

 CGGD

i ( class )

i

Class _ Area

;

- Interprettation of results and definitioon of the functiions
that charracterize the reelation betweenn CGD density and
the quanntitative geographical factorss (“elevation” and
“distancee to west shorreline”), for annnual and monnthly
distributions;
L
Regresssion
- Analysiss based on thhe Multiple Linear
(MLR) for
f the annual data, using thhe factors that best
b
represennt the spatial disstribution of CG
GD;
- Interprettation of the rellations betweenn the monthly CGD
C
densitiess and the distrribution of geoographical facttors,
followedd by the identification of the tendency patteerns
along thee year.
t spatial anaalysis were carrried out using the
All the
software ILW
WIS 3.3 Acaddemic, in a raster structure GIS
environmentt, based on a reesolution of 1000 m (cell area of
o 1
hectare).

FIG.
F
3: Relation between
b
annual C
CGD densities (n
number per km2)
(2
2003-2009) and distance to Atlaantic Ocean (wesst coast), for thee
mainland
m
Portugall and for its northh and south sectorrs.

From thhe previous ressults it is expeected that bothh
faactors can be combined
c
to acchieve a better explanation off
th
he annual CGD
D densities disstribution. In fact,
fa the use off
Multiple
M
Linear Regression (M
MLR) explains 99%
9
(r2=0.989))
of
o the annual distribution
d
in the period off analysis; thee
expression is as it follows:
CGD

III. RESULTS AND
A
CONCL
LUSIONS
The annual CGD density distribution is cleearly
t relief, in paarticular by altiitude. As shownn in
affected by the
Fig. 2 (greeen bars), this factor can exxplain about 90%
9
(r2=0.91) of
o the spatial variation off the CGD. The
importance of this factor increases wheen only the north
sector (Fig. 2), much more mountainoous, is consideered
C
(r2=0.95); onn the contrary, the distributioon of annual CGD
densities apppears to be muuch less dependdent on altitude in
south sector of Portugal (r2=0.60).
=

FIG. 2: Relatiion between annnual CGD densities (number per km
k 2)
(2003-2009) and
a altitude, for thhe mainland Porttugal and for its north
n
and south secttors.

(n/km )= 1.1298 − 0.000062 × Elev + 0.01445× DistOcean
2

where
w
CGD iss the expectedd cloud-to-gro
ound dischargee
density
d
(in num
mber of occurrrences per squaare kilometre),,
“E
Elev” is the ellevation (in meeters) and “DisstOcean” is thee
distance
d
from thhe westhern shooreline (in km)). As expected,,
th
his formula works
w
better foor the northern
n than for thee
so
outhern sector,, since the behhavior of the former one iss
much
m
more coonsistent with the behavior of the entiree
mainland
m
Portuggal than the lastt one.
The obsservation of thhe monthly CG
GD distributionn
makes
m
clear thatt these two factoors act differen
ntially along thee
year.
y
As shownn in Fig. 4, thee frequency of CGD presentss
sttrong diferencees along the yeaar. The period from
f
Decemberr
to
o March has veery low densitiees of CGD, alw
ways below 0.1
occurrences
o
per square kilometter; the highest density occurss
in
n September forr all territory.
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FIG. 4: Monnthly regime off the CGD density (2003-2009) in
mainland Porttugal and for its north
n
and south seectors.

Fig. 5 shows several groups of months, when the
o correlation iss considered for both altitude and
coefficient of
distance to west
w coast factors. In general, the CGD dennsity
presents high (negative or positive) correelation values with
w
one or both of the factorss. From Octobeer to February the
CGD densitty shows a strrong and negaative relation with
w
distance to the west coast, since all the vaalues are between GD occurs maainly
0.7 and -0.999, which meaans that the CG
along the cooastal areas; duuring this periood, the altitude has
no influencee in January andd just a mediann importance inn the
remaining months,
m
with correlation valuue of about 0.55 in
October andd between -0.5 and
a -0.7 in Novvember, Decem
mber
and Februaryy.

FIG. 5: Monnthly correlation coefficients betw
ween CGD denssities
and altitude annd distance to weest coast in mainlaand Portugal.

From March to Septem
mber, the monthhly values havee the
opposite behhavior, since all of them presents
p
a posiitive
correlation between
b
CGD density and distance to the west
w
coast; from these, June, Juuly and Augustt can be explaiined
mpletely by this factor (R>0..95), although the
almost com
latter also haave a very strong correlation with altitude; May
M
as no correlaation with the altitude
a
but onlly with distancce to
the west coaast. It is interessting to note thaat the months with
w
smaller corrrelation with both factors belong to sprring
(March and April) and auutumn (Septem
mber and Octobber).
The monthss of winter annd summer haave a very strrong
correlation with
w at least onee of the factors.

Given the reesults describedd above it beco
omes clear thatt
different
d
monthss have distinct behaviors and are influencedd
in
n different deggrees by the altitude and distance
d
to thee
western
w
coast. This
T contrasted behavior is also
o shown by thee
differences
d
betw
ween the northeern and the soutthern sectors off
th
he Portuguese mainland.
m
In relation to altitude, Jannuary has exhiibit a complexx
behaviour
b
over the mainland P
Portugal and no
orth sector: thee
CGD
C
density decreases
d
from
m sea level to
o 500 m andd
sttabilizes in thee low values unntil 1000 m, where
w
a notablee
in
ncreasing occuurs until 1500 m (there is no
n occurrencess
ab
bove this altittude; Lopes ett al, 2011); in
n general, thiss
behavior
b
is alreaady detected in December and continues untill
February
F
(in this case, with occcurrences abov
ve 1500 m). Att
fiirst sight, the south
s
sector seeems to have a very differentt
behavior,
b
but for
f the same rrange of altitud
des (the valuee
ab
bove 1000 m in this sector are only resid
dual), the samee
teendency can bee observed. Marrch sets the end
d of this patternn
an
nd April bringgs new charactteristics: there is not a clearr
teendency over the mainland Portugal and
d north sector,,
although the higgher values of C
CGD density arre concentratedd
in
n the lower altiitudes, especiallly from 100 to 500 m. By thee
contrary, the south
s
sector ppresents an increasing CGD
D
density,
d
but innconstant, withh the altitudee. From Aprill
onwards
o
there is a tendency for higher vaalues of CGD
D
density
d
occur with
w increasing altitudes; this pattern
p
is mostt
reepresentative inn August, wheree the relation with
w the altitudee
iss almost perfecct, especially inn mainland Porttugal and northh
seector, but also in the south seector. From thiis month aheadd
th
his pattern tennds to disappeear and gives place to onee
described
d
for wiinter months.
In relation to the distancce to the westt coast, resultss
fo
ollows approxim
mately the sam
me evolution alo
ong the year ass
described
d
for thhe altitude, but tthe behavior iss simplest, withh
ju
ust a few partticularities. In this case a geeneral trend too
decreasing
d
CGD
D density with larger distancees to the oceann
can be observed from Octoober to Febru
uary (with thee
m
with noo
exception of thee south sector). In March, a month
sp
pecific patternns, the previoous one disap
ppears and iss
reeplaced, in Appril, by the invverse trend, esp
pecially in thee
so
outh sector. Thhis incipient ddecreasing tren
nd, that can bee
observed
o
in the mainland Portuugal and in the north sector, iss
much
m
more percceptible in the south sector. It
I extends untill
May
M when beccomes more evvident, especciially from thiss
month
m
on. Sepptember, just like March (and
(
April inn
mainland
m
Portuggal and north seector), is a perio
od of transition.
Although
A
the reelations betweeen annual CGD
D occurrences,,
altitude and distance
d
to weest coast are obvious, andd
reelatively clear for the mainlannd Portugal, deeep differencess
can be found froom north and soouth sectors. Th
he northern halff
of
o mainland Portugal follows very closely th
he behavior off
th
he whole territtory, when theese two factorss are used forr
explain the distrribution of CGD
D density. This means that thee
fu
unction that describe
d
the ggeneral annual (such as thee
hypothetical
h
moonthly functionns) for the maiinland Portugall
fiits best the behaavior of the norrth sector, than the adjustmentt
to
o the south secttor.
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this reason, the analysis ccarried out in this
t
abstract iss
focused on the relation beetween these tw
wo factors andd
CGD.
the spatial distribution of C

FIG. 5: Relatiion between annuual CGD densities (number per km
k 2)
(2003-2009) and
a altitude, for thhe mainland Porttugal and for its north
n
and south secttors, in some reprresentative monthhs.

From
m the results obbtained throughh the calculationn of
CGD densitty for each class
c
of the five
f
factors, soome
conclusions were found:
n influence, at least in this sccale,
- The sloppe aspect has no
in the spatial
s
distribuution of the CGD
C
in mainlland
Portugall;
- Is was not
n found any clear
c
evidence of
o the influence of
the geollogy and land use factors; neevertheless, in this
regard, more research is needed sinnce some residdual
mest
importannce may be exppected, especiaally in the warm
period of the year, wheen strong sunshhine could prom
mote
the surfface heating, triggering insttability and loocal
convectiion; in some speecific cases, it seems
s
that a strrong
relation between the CGD
C
density annd the Normaliized
Differennce Vegetation Index
I
(NDVI) exists, as show
wned
by Lopes at al. (2011);
- The annuual and monthlly CGD densityy distribution have
h
a very sttrong relation with
w the elevatiion and distancce to
Atlantic Ocean (measuured from westtern shoreline); for

FIG. 6: Relation between
b
annual C
CGD densities (n
number per km2)
(2
2003-2009) and distance to Atlantic Ocean, fo
or the mainlandd
Portugal
P
and for its
i north and soutth sectors, in som
me representativee
months.
m

The anaalysis of the inffluence of thesse geographicall
faactors on the observed CGD
D densities sh
hould continuee
taaking into accoount the differrent large-scalee and synopticc
atmospheric conntrols of lightnning activity ov
ver the region..
As
A it was dem
monstrated by Santos et al (2012), quitee
different
d
atmosppheric regimess prevails duriing wintertimee
an
nd summertim
me periods of tthe year, prom
moting specificc
dynamical
d
conditions, with posssible implications on the rolee
of
o surface conditions on lightniing activity.
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